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Abstract: One of the major problems in network games has been that of latency (lagging) that game
technology researchers are still tackling. Latency largely affects user satisfaction and it is often caused
by insufficient hardware capacity or the internet speed that the user is employing. Even though
online games are becoming more complex and the number of participants in these games is increasing
continuously, users cannot properly deal with the requirements to play these games, as system
upgrades and subscription changes to a higher speed internet service are costly. Instead of passing
such a burden on to the users, the game companies should instead invest in providing an improved
communication algorithm. Thus, the reliable user datagram protocol (RUDP)-based communication
system design has been considered in this research instead of transmission control protocol (TCP)
or user datagram protocol (UDP)-based systems. This could be a viable alternative system model.
Many researchers agree that RUDP is a better protocol for the transport layer, but it seems that the
large-scale testbeds that could support such an idea and carry out direct tests are very scarce, meaning
that actual experimental implementation is difficult to achieve. This suggests that game designers or
researchers need to rely on a small-scale testbed to collect performance data. Moreover, generating
an analytic model from a small-scale testbed may not be viable due to the large number of elements
involved in the implementation process, including latency. This study introduces an RUDP-based
communication model created and tested by using the OPNET simulation tool. They are novel energy
and cost-effective photonics technologies for access/metro networks.
Keywords: transport layer; RUDP; network games; OPNET simulation; leg; latency; transport layer
architecture; computer architecture

1. Introduction
One of the major problems to be solved for network games is latency, which is usually referred
to as ‘lagging,’ and affects the customer’s satisfaction level greatly. Latency mainly results from an
insufficient hardware specification or the internet speed of the user. As online games become larger in
scale, a faster internet connection or better hardware specification is required, but it is quite difficult
for users to upgrade their systems or change internet service providers. Therefore, it is better and more
effective if game companies offer a better communication algorithm for their games. The reliable user
datagram protocol (RUDP)-based communication system could be a good alternative in this respect,
so a prospective model has been designed and implemented in this paper. The seriousness of the
latency problem felt by game users is different depending on the games they play. That is, the players
of real-time strategy (RTS) or turn-based games do not encounter this problem frequently because of
the slower process of these games, but those who play games that require much faster reactions like
twitchy or shooting games are affected by even a slight delay in their actions and therefore demand
a faster communication system. The first thing to consider in regard to the latency problem is the
communication distance. The longer the distance, the slower the communication speed. Gamers can
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check the communication response time by pinging a certain internet protocol (IP) address and the
result obtained represents the communication environment as far as the speed is concerned. In a local
area network (LAN) environment, this response can be obtained within a time range of between
one and two milliseconds, whereas it will take a few to hundreds of milliseconds with an ordinary
internet connection.
The second factor affecting game performance is the bandwidth used. Bandwidth indicates how
much data can be transmitted in a fixed time, as well as the internet speed. For a LAN a speed range
from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps is usually available, while an average of 50 Mbps is guaranteed for common
optical connections in the Republic of Korea (ROK). Figure 1 shows examples of the communication
configuration for network games.

Figure 1. An example of the communication configuration for network games.

Finally, packet loss is another important factor determining game performance that should be
dealt with. The volume of lost packets or undelivered packets is considered when evaluating the
stability of the network communication. An increased number of packet loss incidents would mean
that the network is unstable and that its quality is degrading.
There are several causes of packet loss but it mostly occurs due to overloads in the server,
especially during gaming where many commands have to be processed simultaneously and instantly.
When this happens, a user’s PC screen may freeze or the communication with the remote game server
could be interrupted. These phenomena are a little different from the slower movements in the massive
multi-user online role-playing game (MMORPG) games caused by lower bandwidth.
The role of a user datagram protocol (UDP) in the network games is quite important for the
reason that it shows a reaction speed close the physical network latency. In many cases, however, it is
used restrictively due to its low data reliability. Nevertheless, if it is possible to improve reliability
by approaching the problems in terms of supplementing its demerits, it will effectively replace part
of the functional weak points of transmission control protocol (TCP). In this regard, many attempts
have been made to implement reliable UDP (RUDP) for the well-known overseas games or network
engines. It is expected that such a method will form a significant technological basis coupled with the
activation of MMORPG.
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2. Related Research
It has been a long time since the popularity of multi-player network-oriented games has
languished while gamers’ interest has widely shifted to the massive multi-player online games
(MMPOG)/MMORPG. A proxy-based gaming architecture was proposed by Griwodz Carsten [1] who
attempted to distinguish types of gaming traffic based on the urgency or relevance of each traffic type.
This was to deal with the issues involved in scalability. Another similar architecture was proposed
by [2] which was to reduce the traffic strain on the central game server. The average load on this
server depends on the number of participating users has been compared, with [3] suggesting that
peer-to-peer architecture effectively relieves stress (load) on the server, allowing a lower latency level
than the fully centralized architecture of the server. Despite such merits, this architecture may not
deal effectively with the inherent problems of state inconsistency resolution. Hence, the central arbiter
architecture that assumes a hybrid role between the above two different architectures was proposed to
take advantage of both strengths. During the past decade, a large number of studies were conducted to
determine the negative aspects pertaining to jittering, delays, and packet losses in multi-player games
or wireless games [4–10] based on the simulations. Some of them have focused on the implementation
of the test bed environments, especially for wireless games [11–13].
One recent survey [14] clearly shows that network latency is one of the most critical elements
relevant to user satisfaction in wireless games. An improved Quality of Service (QoS) means a better
game performance based on descriptions [15] where it is been proven that the Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) exhibits a better performance level in interactive real-time games
than that of General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) as it, on some level, surmounts the problems of
overprovisioning which often cause delays and jittering during the game process. It was suggested
that statistical multiplexing and QoS together ensure an improved multiple game flow. More wireless
gaming architectures have been introduced in recent years [16–18]. However, some of the present global
leading wireless game providers are focusing on implementing their services on Enhanced General
Packet Radio Service (EGPRS) that could be well-suited for the cross-layer design proposed in this study.
Producing or launching wireless games with a reduced overhead is one of the major considerations
which game providers should not take lightly as it would be costly to change the existing protocol stack
for the intermediate nodes not connected to the game being played. Currently, either UDP or RUDP
are often used for games [19], with the latter usually playing the role of continuously delivering the
status of the current gaming information and also being suitable for lightweight game packet delivery.
On the basis that TCP is a relatively slow protocol because of its complex congestion control algorithms
and byte-oriented window scheme, this is considered a protocol that is not suited for wireless online
games that accommodate multiple numbers of users simultaneously without causing delays.
In addition, TCP cannot even deal with moderate traffic congestion when delivering packets and
this makes it quite clear that it is not at all suitable for MMPOG games. The connectionless protocol
UDP, however, operates on the top of the IP layer and exchange data directly and recovers data when
necessary, which seldom happens. As both are universal protocols widely adopted for most network
devices and equipment, they are quite convenient for application developers. RUDP supplements
UDP’s error recovery function through a one-time acknowledgment scheme. Currently, both UDP and
RUDP have become a major default protocol for wireless gaming infrastructures [20]. Other protocols
including the game transport protocol (GTP) [21] have not been successful as their commercialization
was always questioned. In the final analysis, it is clear that existing end-to-end QoS approaches
for multimedia traffic do not work well with wireless games. As traffic generated during wireless
games can be quite heavy depending on the number of participants and indicate an extreme value
distribution [22,23], some new approaches that can effectively and efficiently deal with QoS-related
issues should be devised to handle traffic [24].
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2.1. Reliable User Datagram Protocol (RUDP) for Network Games
Communication protocols such as TCP and UDP are adopted in the transport layer by most
network game companies due to their adaptability and universality in the design process [25,26].
However, although UDP is preferred more as its structure is relatively simple and offers a higher
processing capability, its reliability is low as it does not check whether the packets have been delivered
to the destination or not, and just keeps on transmitting the packets regardless. An additional problem
is that sometimes packets will not be delivered sequentially. That is, ones that have been sent earlier
than others could arrive at the destination faster. Figure 2 shows the RUDP for network games.

Figure 2. The reliable user datagram protocol (RUDP) for network games.

On the other hand, TCP is relatively complex in structure and checks the packet delivery
situation for re-transmission purposes. As it continuously checks delivery acknowledgement signals,
its communication process becomes slower than that of UDP but offers higher reliability. In this regard,
TCP is not suitable for network games but is adequate for routine internet operations such as mail
transmission or web browsing.
Considering these factors, RUDP has become the first choice for network game companies since
2015. Smartphone-based game companies are also adopting RUDP as their standard communication
protocol in the ROK. RUDP guarantees higher reliability by specifying the number of packets
successfully delivered to the destination in the subsequent packet to be sent, and omitted packets will
be re-transmitted accordingly [27,28].
Next, this paper will describe examples of performance by UDP and RUDP in an actual game
play. The main techniques used in a fighting game called ‘The Virtual Fighter 5 (VF5), Live Arena’
are ‘Perfect Synchronization’ and ‘Key-input synchronous communications’, both of which assume
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that the players’ screens are consistent with each other and that each key-input-data is transmitted
to the opponent and synchronized by each frame. Synchronization can be achieved with simple key
inputs if the game network is highly reliable or under the LAN environment, like the heavy fighting
games where battles are engaged in every floor unit. Here data is transmitted through the UDP-based
communication. It is important to check delays prior to initiating the games. Figure 3 shows a delay of
approximately 40 ms until the data reaches the Two Frame (2F).

Figure 3. Example of Virtual Fighter 5 Using RUDP.

Based on this calculation, the Third Frame (3F) was set as a weight where synchronization will be
achieved. In this structure, synchronization will be carried out by each frame. However, UDP does
not always guarantee a complete key data delivery when a packet(s) is lost during communication.
In such a case, the game will stop and wait for the next packet which will have the record of past data
worth 10F. With this packet, the previous packet that has been processed will be dealt with. With the
data worth 10F, one or two continuous packet losses can be recovered [25].
One-on-one fighting games like Virtual Fighter 5 will not often require a wide range of bandwidths
but the multiple player games will have some problems [26]. That is, network games that invite
multiple-fighters (e.g., 2 vs. 2, 3 vs. 3, or 4 vs. 4) will reduce the frequency of packet transmissions
in order to enable much complex computing processes in large-scale games developed due to the
evolution of smartphone games and interface upgrades, meaning that the adoption of RUDP should
be considered.
2.2. Communication Types of Network Games
Today, TCP and UDP are widely used transmission protocols for both wired and wireless
networks. Even though they both guarantee sequential data delivery and provide a congestion control
function [25–27], UDP displays better packet delivery performance (real-time delivery). Based on
reliable data protocol (RDP) [28–32], reliable UDP was proposed in the 1999 Internet Draft [3] as
a transmission protocol that could offer reliability similar to TCP while preserving the low-delay
characteristics of UDP [3]. Table 1 shows these communication types.
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Table 1. Communication types.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

TCP

Reliable User Datagram Protocol
(RUDP) (Ours)

Sometimes packet(s) may not
be delivered.

Packet(s) will certainly
be delivered.

Packet(s) will certainly
be delivered.

Packet sequence may change.

Packet sequence is guaranteed.

Packet sequence depends
on implementation.

Header size is small.28 bites
including IP header.

Header size is large.40 bites
including IP header.

Header size depends
on implementation.

Speedy processing speed.

Slow processing speed.

Slow processing speed.

Likely to cause Network Address
Translation (NAT) problem.

Unlikely to cause NAT problem.

Likely to cause NAT problem.

The main purpose of the simulations performed for the RUDP-based system in this study is
to supplement the “unreliable” nature of UDP, which has been considered as its major problem,
and thereby produce reliable data like TCP produces, by employing the better nature of UDP—not just
imitating TCP’s characteristics.
This study focuses on an RUDP-based communication system which has been proposed and
supported by many researchers for its efficiency but has been difficult to validate as there has been no
testbed large enough to conduct a direct experiment. So far the performance data of such a system
can be collected from the small-scale testbeds only, but it is obvious that constructing an effective
and adaptive analytical model based on these testbeds will not be possible due to the fact that some
essential data collected from them would not reflect all the necessary elements required to generate
a practical model.
The OPNET simulation tool was used to construct the RUDP-based communication system model
proposed in this research, in which an advanced photonics technology had been adopted to establish
a communication link with the metro networks.
Since UDP is basically a message-oriented and connectionless protocol, the network stream sent
is not defined and relevant data will follow the pass through the router(s) operating under the less
crowded network environment to process messages so that there is no process like the TCP’s congestion
control that controls the network flows [33–37]. If desired data is sent with RUDP, its transmission
reliability can be guaranteed as much as TCP can offer as they will be retransmitted repetitively when
transmission fails due to the poor network environment. However, here, a notable difference with TCP
is that RUDP can solely use the network as it does not require any congestion control. The contribution
of UDP in network games is great as it exhibits a reaction speed close to the physical network latency.
However, as the transmitted data is less reliable, UDP is often used in a limited way. UDP will be
able to effectively achieve TCP-level reliability through establishing better reliability by compensating
for the weakness of UDP more actively.
Such an implementation of RUDP has been attempted many times by famous overseas games
and network engines and the author expects that it would become an important axis in technological
development, along with the activation of MMORPG. RUDP is in fact being used by Korean game
companies but they are not disclosing the details for security reasons. Although the following is not an
unfamiliar subject, the sections below describe design and implementation phases of RUDP that focus
on the utilization of UDP.
2.3. The Characteristics of User Datagram Protocol (UDP) in Network Games
User data protocol (UDP) has several notable characteristics compared to TCP:
-

Data is transmitted or received unilaterally without giving any consideration to its connection.
Transmission data is transmitted by the packet unit.
There are no special processing processes for the transmitted data.
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First, the fact that no thought has been given to the connection issue is its characteristic rather
than its demerit. Nevertheless, considering that it is an element that burdens game programmers who
need to consider or process connection problems, it could very well be a demerit.
From the system’s point of view, each connection does not use a separate port and, as there is
neither buffer or information regarding the connection, the system uses less resources. Therefore,
since taking a resource security approach would not mean much, it will be correct to say that this is
a characteristic rather than a merit.
Data are transmitted by the packet unit and their sizes are limited depending on the system
settings such that this will not be a demerit for the games where mainly a small number of packet units
are exchanged. Meanwhile, the fact that there are no processing processes for the transmission state or
results is a notable characteristic.
-

Data can be transformed.
The order can be changed.
Delivery may not be successful.
Delivery can be made several times.

Although such characteristics are inherent to UDP, it would be more accurate to say that
a network’s intrinsic characteristics are as revealing as they are. Essentially, from the network level,
it is also true that TCP will not be able to escape from such limitations but it does not need to bother
with them as it compensates for these characteristics, whereas they will be burdensome to UDP users.
Despite these demerits, the major strength of UDP is that it is faster than TCP as such error-correction
processes are omitted. But, strictly speaking, the word ‘faster’ is somewhat incorrect.
Even so, it is not entirely incorrect also because, as for TCP, the data following the preceding data
lost during its transmission must be on standby at the buffer and this leads to an additional delay to
unidirectional network latency when the processed data actually arrives at the client side. For example,
there are 4 data (A, B, C and D) and if A has been lost and the others have been transmitted, UDP
will deliver B, C and D through Application Program Interface (API) first but TCP will not do so until
A has been delivered through re-transmission(s). The contribution of this study is that the OPNET
simulations have been performed to apply advantageous characteristic(s) of UDP to games while
partially improving its reliability.
3. RUDP Implementation in the Transport Layer to Handle Latency
When RUDP is ideally implemented, it is possible to distinguish between the information essential
and non-essential for playing games even if it has been lost. Also, the essential information can be
distinguished into the cases where its order is guaranteed or unguaranteed.
Actually, since the amount and the frequency of these non-essential packets being lost during
communications are low, they can be effective when they are used appropriately. The data which is to
be transmitted repeatedly can be renewed/updated even if it is lost and the information which does
not largely affect the visual component (e.g., the movement of an unnoticeable character at the edge of
the screen, etc.) should be utilized more actively.
Unlike TCP, it is possible that the delay caused by momentary packet error in the network (latency)
can be reduced a little.
For instance, supposing that the information (low-reliability + no order) of the characters A, B,
and C have died in sequence has been transmitted by the server, it will not be so strange in the game
that the characters B and C would die first followed by A when the information is used regardless
of its credibility and order. In the case where TCP is used, the information of A will be retransmitted
first and all the characters will die later. In other words, if the process is implemented with TCP only,
the delay will not only occur for B and C but also for all the actions taking place after their death.
Actually, UDP can be used widely in games as it has fewer constraints between the personal networks.
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Meanwhile, RUDP is introducing the concept ‘Reliable state’ in addition to 3 data types.
For example, when the state has been changed as A → B → C, any re-transmission request will
not be requested even when only A has been received followed by C, skipping B. Therefore, RUDP
is optimized for making the most of its characteristics of maintaining the latest information with
reliability while maintaining the main concept of the game.
The game companies and their researchers are still dealing with one of the major issues in their
gaming software, the latency or the lagging. A variety of factors (e.g., hardware capacities, internet
connections, etc.) are involved in this issue and its effect is growing larger as the online games are
becoming more complex and sophisticated allowing more participants to join them. Although the game
companies encourage or recommend the users to upgrade their systems or change internet service
providers to solve the problem, they still need to consider the situation where their customers would
not be able to afford costly upgrades or move to an expensive internet service. This will definitely
affect their sales policy so that they are consistently looking for a more efficient way of stabilizing the
gaming speed without actually forcing the customers to make changes. One of the major problems
involved with gaming speed has been the communication algorithm, and the communication protocol
in particular.
3.1. A Design of RUDP Architecture
The core of this subject is compensating the negative characteristic of UDP, unreliability. However,
the goal of this research is not just realizing the meritorious characteristics of TCP but also creating
reliable data like TCP as well. The reliable characteristics of TCP compared to UDP can be summarized
as follows. First, there are no data transformations. Second, there are no data losses. Third, data arrives
in consecutive order.
Achieving all these points for implementation is the core theme in designing and implementing
RUDP. Some possible methods for this purpose are: first, for the prevention of data transformation,
it seems suitable to insert an error code in advance and check the error occurrence incidents. Then,
ignore error packets or request a re-transmission.
It is possible to consider a method of recovering the errors by inserting a certain error-correction
code, but this would also cause an unnecessary dissipation of bandwidth as the error rate in the UDP
layer is actually very small. The negative characteristic related to data loss can be solved by persistently
sending the undelivered packet until the opponent’s acknowledgement packet arrives. It seems that
this method has more merit in terms of processing difficulty or efficiency than letting the opponent
transmit the packet-loss event packet, even if much dissipation of bandwidth is expected.
For the sequential processing of data, it is possible to process the data by checking the sequence
of arriving packets first and tentatively storing the data subsequent to the unarrived packet during
the transmission; then, sending out all the data to the game after all the preceding lost packets have
arrived. Thus, RUDP is quite effective for latency control.
RUDP has a function of re-transmitting lost packets or receiving an acknowledgement packet. It is
faster than TCP and utilizes UDP that guarantees packet deliveries with its convenient re-transmission
structure. Nevertheless, RUDP is not a standard protocol provided like UDP or TCP. It has to be
directly implemented in accordance with the protocol’s specification or procured (i.e., separately
offered in Software Development Kit (SDK). If it is possible to use the UDP implemented with the
re-transmission function, the packets to be transmitted can be handled in the same way TCP does.
That is, it becomes a protocol which can be used for any kind of game.
RUDP can be a good alternative for UDP when the game requires faster response times and
higher reliability as it guarantees re-transmission of lost packets and ‘guaranteed-order packet delivery’.
Such a kind of selective-repeat protocol performs reliable communications by confirming the successful
delivery of transmitted packets and also by implementing the timeout function. RUDP has been
specifically designed to guarantee normal data flow. Below, Figure 4 shows the architecture of RUDP.
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Figure 4. The architecture of RUDP.

Within Figure 4 is a description of the service RUDP is offering. The two-way transmission
process is carried out in the application layer where data is transmitted through a reliable channel.
Figure 4 briefly describes the RUDP service implementation process wherein a sender and a receiver
maintain a pre-defined window size (i.e., usually maximum size) to avoid any errors in the
communication process occurring from packet loss incidents. Even if the data has been sent over an
unreliable channel, a higher rate of successful delivery can be expected. The architecture involving
both sender and receiver is discussed in the other sections of this chapter.
In order to avoid a ‘Deadlock’ situation, the shared buffers were synchronized by employing the
counting semaphores so that only a single thread can access the buffers each time. The respective
window size (i.e., window sizes of sender and receiver) are traced consistently by observing the
variables ‘base’ and ‘next’. The variable ‘next’ will be increased by one when a single packet has been
sent from the sender and the same increase will be observed for the variable ‘base’ when a single Ack
(Acknowledgement) packet has been received by the sender.
This process is repeated continuously to check the number of packets contained in the buffer.
The timeout is re-adjusted once the packet has been transmitted by using the timer. To test the
performance of the implemented RUDP model, several packet loss and network delay scenarios have
been simulated. The packets assigned with the value corresponding to the current time of the system
plus the value of the network delay were aligned in a queue before being carried over to the socket.
When the current time matches the value of a certain packet, that packet will be removed from the
queue and transmitted after some delay. The packets also bear sequentially-assigned numbers so that
the packets will be transmitted sequentially according the corresponding acknowledgement numbers.
3.2. Design of the Re-Transmission Function
It is a normal routine for the Receiver Node to send back an Ack packet to the Sender Node once
it has received any data packet but if this procedure has not been completed, the Sender Node
will repeatedly transmit the same packet following the communication protocol being adopted.
Such a function is embedded in the system to guarantee the reliability of the data being transmitted.

Retransmission Timeout =



n−1
+ 1 RTT
2

Data Packet Aging
Max Retransmission Count = ceiling
Retransmission Timeout

(1)

(2)

The maximum cumulative Ack count and the average number of round trips are represented
as n and Round-Trip Time (RTT) in the equation. The measurements are taken by the timestamp
(extension) attached to the RUDP header. The number of re-transmissions will be smaller than that
of the ‘Go Back N’ protocol or the ‘One-Bit Sliding Window’ protocol. One of the limitations of the
Selective Repeat Protocol is the complexity of communications between the Sender and Receiver Nodes
as each packet has to be acknowledged respectively. However, such a limitation is not a definitive
obstacle considering the effectiveness and efficiency of RUDP over TCP or UDP. The Receiver Node
returns an acknowledgment packet as a Positive Acknowledgment (P-Ack) when it has been received
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in a normal way along with its sequence number. This way, the RUDP will not have to use a Negative
Acknowledgment (N-Ack) and avoid any complexity involved in the transmission process.
3.3. Node and Process Model for RUDP Using OPNET Simulation
Figures 5 and 6 represents the RUDP node model and the RUDP process model, respectively.
The former was implemented by using app UDP module on Tpal. Layer 2 of this model was developed
to use Medium-Access Control (MAC) and to carry out the TCP/IP transmission.

Figure 5. RUDP node model designed by using OPNET.

Figure 6. Implementation of RUDP process model designed by using OPNET.
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The additional important attributes in the RUDP node model are the port numbers, the number
of retransmissions, time-out periods and the transmission protocol. The RUDP process model
was implemented to use all TCP, UDP and RUDP transmission protocols. For the RUDP model,
a methodology that guarantees packet reliability by transmitting the packets in accordance with
the ‘Sequential (order) Numbers’, and receiving the Ack packets after the message deliveries has
been completed.
This is called the ‘Selective Repeat Protocol’. If an Ack packet does not arrive within the
designated time-out period, the same packet will be retransmitted until a fixed maximum number of
retransmissions has been achieved. This model is expected to discard the retransmitting packet if it
is unable to receive a relevant Ack packet in the end. The number of retransmissions and time-out
periods can be pre-defined using the ‘Property Window’ such that the user can run the simulations by
altering them each time.
4. Performance Evaluation
A test bed experiment has been conducted for the RUDP model by using the OPNET Modeler
(14.5 PL8, OPNET Technologies/Riverbed, Bethesda, MD, USA, 2010) in Transport Layer and also the
Microsoft Visual Studio (2013, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA, 2013) as a compiler. Interworking with
Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 and OPNET Modeler 14.5 PL8, all the functions necessary for the node
models for the simulations were coded and debugged with the C++ language.
4.1. Simulation Scenario Construction for the Network Games
Figure 7 shows a scenario concept for network games. The same concept applies to all game
situations. As for the node arrangement, one client, one server, two switches and two routers have been
deployed, and as for traffic, the author evaluated its performance by differentiating the transmission
protocols (i.e., TCP, UDP, and RUDP), using the RUDP demand model. The simulation run time is one
hour and the performance index has been determined with traffic data send/receive rates along with
the end-to-end transmission delay time.

Figure 7. Scenario concept for network games.

4.1.1. Performance Evaluation of TCP Scenario
The following is the analysis result of the TCP performance in the scenario based on the traffic
statistics: traffic speed (bits/s): the message transmission/receiving rate was the same as the traffic
speed (300 bytes/s) which has been set initially and the entire performance analysis result is shown in
Figure 8 which shows that all the messages have been received normally without any packet losses.
This, and the absence of any background noises, shows that all the messages have been received
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correctly. As before, the end-to-end delays are calculated as the time required for a packet to reach the
receiver node from the sender node.

Figure 8. Results of TCP performance evaluation scenario.

4.1.2. Performance Evaluation of UDP Scenario
The analysis results of the UDP performance evaluation scenario using traffic statistics are as
follows: traffic speed (bits/s): the message transmission/reception rate was the same as the traffic
speed (300 bytes/s) which has been set initially and the entire performance analysis result is shown in
Figure 9, which shows that all the messages have been received normally without any packet losses.
This, and the absence of any background noises, also shows that all the messages have been received
correctly. The average end-to-end delay during the packet transmission/reception was 0.0047 s.

Figure 9. Results of UDP performance evaluation scenario.
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4.1.3. Performance Evaluation of RUDP Scenario
In conditions for the performance evaluation of the RUDP were the same as the above two cases
and the result is shown in Figure 10, which shows the same achievements but with a different average
end-to-end delay of 0.020 s. (i.e., from the client node to the server node).

Figure 10. Results of RUDP performance evaluation scenario.

4.2. Analysis Scenario Evaluation of TCP/UDP/RUDP Scenario
The end-to-end delay in the TCP scenario showed that the delay time had increased when the
packet loss situation occurred, whereas the UDP scenario showed that the delay time had remained
constant. However, the packet loss was compensated to a certain degree and its delay time remained in
the value range between TCP and UDP. As a result, the delay times were UDP > RUDP > TCP, starting
from the lowest value.
Meanwhile, the end-to-end delay of each protocol is shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
There were some packet-loss situations in the UDP scenario but none for the TCP scenario as the TCP
model had adopted a reliable re-transmission algorithm which activated in the event of any packet
losses. The UDP model did not have such a function embedded in its algorithm so that it could not
ensure 100% packet delivery. The RUDP model in terms of packet delivery performance remained
between the other two models. Although the number of re-transmissions times was set at 3 in the
scenario to improve the success rate of delivery, the larger number would have produced a better
result, even to a 100% success rate.
The performance evaluations also revealed that the TCP model was reliable but slower whereas
the UDP model was faster but lacked the reliability in packet delivery. This may be due to the
characteristics of TCP which require separate connection management for each link between server
and client. By contrast, the RUDP model mainly deals with the communications between clients
through the server to ensure communication reliability but this process also reduces the speed as
well, showing a lower speed than the speed achieved by the UDP models. Another disadvantage
of the RUDP model is that the server could be overloaded when there are too many clients. In any
case, RUDP is well suited for communication systems that require a steady performance in terms of
both speed and reliability. Indeed, each protocol has its own merits but as this study focuses on their
performances in network games, an RUDP-based communication algorithm/system is recommended.
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Figure 11. End-to-end delay in each protocol model (1): X-axis: time, Y-axis: end-to-end delay.

Figure 12. End-to-end delay in each protocol Model (2): X-axis: time, Y-axis: end-to-end delay.

Below, Table 2 shows the total accumulated number of received packets. TCP demonstrates
a 100% success rate while RUDP and UDP demonstrate approximately 99.8% and 98.5%, respectively.
Comparing the success rates based on the simulation results, RUDP had a lower success rate than
TCP but higher than that of UDP. This demonstrates that RUDP is more adoptable than UDP in terms
of reliability.
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Table 2. Number of Received Packets.

Packets transmitted
Packets received
Success rate

TCP

RUDP

UDP

5833.2
5833.2
100%

5833.2
5824.8
99.8%

5833.2
5749.8
98.5%

A comprehensive analysis results for the three protocols is shown in Table 3 along with
their unique characteristics, which can be used to select the most suitable protocol for any
communication fields.
Table 3. Comparative results.
TCP and UDP

RUDP

Merit/Demerit

TCP is slow.
UDP has low reliability.

Has both advantages.

Networking

TCP: one side has to become a server
and be on standby.
UDP: immediate communication is
possible without being on standby.

Mainly deals with the communications between clients: the
communication reliability is guaranteed by sending data via
server but the speed is slower than UDP and may cause
overloads to the server. RUDP compensates for packet losses
to a certain degree.

Speed

TCP is higher speed.
UDP is lower speed.

Faster than TCP.

Reliability

TCP: better reliability.
UDP: lower reliability.

Improvement has been made to have more reliability
than UDP.

Scalability

Both are being used for most
networking operations.

Smartphone games.
Online games.

Results

TCP is reliable but slow.
UDP is fast but less reliable.

Faster than TCP.Better reliability than UDP.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
As mentioned earlier, RUDP has become the best option for network game designing that aims
to solve or minimize the latency problem. The applications based on the TCP protocol offer much
slower data transmission rates whereas UDP-based ones are faster but lack reliability as they have
higher packet loss rates and sometimes perform an ‘out-of-order’ packet delivery, usually caused by
the high bit errors rate (BER) or the insufficient mobility of wireless nodes. Although both TCP and
UDP-based communication systems show satisfactory levels of performance in a wired network, they
cannot work properly in a wireless network as they do not have some functions that allow a flawless
performance in such an environment. This is mainly due to the problems in the game design process
where the typical characteristics of wireless networks have not been considered. A RUDP-based
model has been developed in this study to complement these problems related to latency in both
environments. OPNET Modeler 14.5 PL8 was used to implement the model. Moreover, for the OPNET
simulations and the performance comparisons between three protocols, re-transmission times and
timeouts have been re-adjusted after each packet transmission while developing a separate application
for the comparisons. As expected, TCP showed a reliable packet transmission capability, but its slow
speed was not suitable for network games.
On the other hand, UDP exhibits much better speeds but its reliability was too low, meaning that
it is also not the best option for current network games. As for the UDP, it has complemented these
problems quite effectively but the problem of latency remains. The problem of loads in the process and
memory is the result of additional complexities and remain as one of the major problems in RUDP
proposed in this study. Future tasks include designing a viable congestion control mechanism to
surmount such a problem. Meanwhile, in this study, the protection of the data transmitted with the
protocols discussed was not considered. Therefore, data protection will be included in the author’s
future tasks, in addition to conducting research into the Enhanced-RUDP (E-RUDP), an improved
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version of RUDP. It is expected that the proposed RUDP simulation model will be useful to game
developers and companies in upgrading their game design process.
The OPNET simulation model proposed in this research work for the network games is expected
to be used by small or medium-sized game companies, including start-ups, for educational purposes
or cost-reduction measures. The use cases will be studied further in the future.
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